
C.G. Bell Symbolic History 

SYMBOLIC HISTORY 
 Through Sight and Sound 

1. Nature:  The Perceptive Field

Part I 

1) Sunrise on the Lacanha River, Chiapas, Mexico (CGB)

Sound:  Various frogs, superimposed; Sounds of the Night, Houghton 
Mifflin 

Where to begin with what rounds on itself, a skein of endless complex — as if 
Heraclitus' metaballon anapauetai, "hurled about it draws to rest," were crisscrossed, 
augmented and diminished, within and without, interfused, like water glints, like the cries 
of frogs.  But that is to have begun already, with uncertainty, the amorphous swim of a 
tropic stream — Thales, "all things come from water."   

(end frog cries) 

2) Human Embryo, 6.5 weeks, Photographed by L. Nilsson, Time-Life Reproduc-
tion, from April 30, 1965

Sound:  Heartbeat of CGB — stand-in for embryonic pulse 

Goethe's homunculus in the wide sea.  And what other source do we find, if we 
grope systematic thought to its pre-child or pre-historic origins; organic body to Harvey's 
embryonic pulse (fade heart); 

3) Orion Nebula, U.S. Naval Observatory

suns and worlds to the turbulence of galactic foam — that chaos which seems in Genesis 
either God's first work, or the primal dark on which his spirit moves. 

4) Monet, 1914-18, Water Lilies, Sunset, detail; Orangerie, Paris

Music:  Debussy, 1903-5, La Mer, near end of second movement, Columbia 
MS 6077 
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 In art, that all-beginning may have waited for the end:  the dream-erotic meltings 
of Mallarmé's "Faun," "on the air drowsy with tufted slumbers," Rimbaud's "le Poème/ 
De la Mer, infusé d'astres, et lactescent," that "sea, infused with stars, and lactescent," to 
which Debussy gave tone-color; in painting what swirls through this post-Impressionist 
Monet, symbolist Redon, the Fauves, to the whirlpool abstracts of Kandinsky's 
Jugendstil.        (Fade Debussy) 
 
5) Jean Goujon, 1548-9, Nymph, Fontaine des Innocents, Paris 
 

Music: Francesco da Milano, 1536, Fantasia, Lute, Archiv 2533 73 (#6) 
 
 The commitment of early art (as of early music and thought) had been to the 
crystalline; as if what it took to rear a culture out of nature — Egyptian, Classical, this 
Renaissance nymph from a fountain by Goujon, or the lute fantasies of Francesco da 
Milano — were the eternal clarity of reason, to set a temple of Parian marble over the 
Hydra flux. 
 
6) Attic c. 500 B.C., Head of Korê #674, Acropolis Museum, Athens 
 
 The Greeks had expressed it forever, the sheer wonder of form's discovery.  For 
that shared logos  of the intelligible, we would almost risk all.  But we can no more rest 
our thought on that Acropolis than in the reed bed of the faun.  All history exists, and we 
carry it in our cells.                 (Fade Milano) 
 
a7) Very Large Array, from southeast, New Mexico (CGB '87) 
b7) Circumpolar star-tracks over Anglo-Australian Reflector 
7) Parabolas of Very Large Array, at sunset, San Augustin plains, New Mexico, 

Smithsonian, July 1978 
 
 We are not our own embryo sculpting instinctive walls.  The senses fell or were 
channeled before we were men, mammals, reptiles, while we were still awash in the 
Cambrian seas.  Nor is it with the bare senses that we perceive.  There is the lidless eye of 
Palomar.  The radio parabolas of mile-long arrays, of which computers are the sorting 
nerves, scan the sky for quasars and black holes of cosmic death and origin. 
 
8) Micro-organic decomposers in a pond, Smithsonian, January 1978 
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 Even the tropic pool opens to the recess that terrified Pascal and delighted Leibniz 
with the suspension of structure within structure forever — the microscopic stair of live 
automatons. 
 
 Surely the first (though almost mind-dissolving) task of every fresh art and 
thought is to yield to the breathing of that organically transformed Pythagorean void: 
 
9) Giant spring near Pujiltique, Chiapas, reflections (CGB '78) 
9a) Same, detail with ripples (CGB '78) 
 

Void enters into the heaven itself from the infinite air, as though the 
heavens were breathing; and this void defines the natures of things … 

 
 Then, on the liquid interface, one sees circles, geometric waves that spread in the 
very flux of universal water.  A calculable curve has arisen from the amorphous itself, its 
propagated sinusoids the cancellate of whatever countless indeterminacies give the 
molecular slide of fluidity.  Clear as the cut of an archaic Apollo, Euclid smiles over the 
surface of the Heisenberg pool. 
 
a10) Colonies of Volvox (CGB scrapbook of clippings) 
10) Volvox, large globular green algal colony, with daughter colonies, Natural 

History, April 1975 
 
 Focus down, like Leeuwenhoek.  Somewhere in the water you find Volvox, at the 
divide between proto- and metazoan.  (Whip your reason like the black horse; tell it, 
"nameable divisions are not lost because they fuse.")  You behold the root antinomy of 
one and many over which mind and nature have been stretched from the start:  the sphere 
of cohesive oneness, yet visibly many, a colony of flagellate eye-spot cells.  Such the 
granules you see glistening, while the entelechy, barely taking up seat in and over them, 
reproduces itself:  those dark seedlings of other colonies, that swell until they break the 
mother sphere — so death came into the world — another polarity thrust upon us before 
its time — in one sense real, in another merely the abstracted limits of the life-death field. 
 
11) Globular Cluster in Hercules, M.13, Hale Observatory 
11a) Same, detail of the center 
 
 We have looked into the pond for a globe smaller than Pascal's smallest mite.  
Now into space, if not for the largest, large enough, the globular cluster in Hercules, part 
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of our galactic system, only 40,000 light years away, with several hundred thousand stars, 
the brighter, giants like Betelgeuse; even the faintest seen, larger and brighter than our 
sun. 
 
 Consider the tug in and out of a configured thing.  Contrary desires in a one are 
insoluble; tension in substance is transrational.  Thought must resolve that paradox in the 
one-many (no other road), and for the senses, world-structure everywhere concurs.  As 
one matter the whole is drawn in; as many stars accelerated by that entropic fall together, 
it fights entropy, thrusts out; the resultant is a pulsing boundary in space. 
 
a12) Vasopressin molecule, hormone and neurotransmitter; image: Tripos Associa-

tion of St. Louis, Scientific American, October 1985 
12) Rhenish MS c. 1400, "Aurora consurgens," Zentralbibliothek, Zurich; 

+ V detail 
 
The same with an atom, molecule, elastic billiard ball.  Lucretius' indissoluble atoms 
could never have been validated for force-interplay.  If he had known the axiomatic field, 
he could have proved his atoms mystical.  So as our search deepens, what were called 
atoms, then primary particles, sign their dissolving, an interplay of parts, the whole from 
bottom to top workingly aswim — the many and one even of the soul, which Plato 
suspends over the whole of the Republic. 
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 Thus the alchemists, melting ancient and Eastern experience in the alembic of 
mythic science, visualized the fusion of androgynous opposites, as fixed and volatile, in 
the clutch of the blue eagle, rising over the heap of its own dead:  "Aurora consurgens." 
 
13) Overtone nodes of a sounding metal plate, traced by salt grains (CGB '78) 
13a) Another example, but more dissonant and chaotic (CGB '78) 
13b) El Greco c. 1575-77, Pieta, Museum of Art, Philadelphia:  V, detail only 
 

Sound:  From the vibrating plate 
 
 So music rises from the tensile one-many of vibrating ratios — that art which 
more than all others imitates the universe itself; as if from this bowed and sounding metal 
plate, where salt grains have danced into the still nodes between overtone waves (those 
damped chords you hear above the fundamental), the whole interplay of harmony were 
stretching acoustic space, from the tugs of dissonance, ratios forever jagged and 
incommensurate, toward the proportioned accords of Pythagorean one and two, two and 
three (End sound) — but so sensuously embodied that in a Gesualdo cadence our very 
guts are entrained in the raging desire and fulfillment of Schopenhauer's "primordial 
being." 
 

Music: Gesualdo da Venosa, 1611, "Dolcissima" close (Deller) VICS-1364  
             (Close) 

 
a14) Circular array of fern fronds, Chiapas (CGB '78) 
b14) "Self-squared Fractal Dragon," Mandelbrot, Fractal Geometry of Nature 
c14) Newton's Principia, Lemma XI, with "horned angle" in red 
14) Red and green leaves of the madron, Chiapas (CGB '78) 
 
 The departure of modern from classical (that is, post-Socratic) intelligence is 
clear.  For the ancients, paradox is reason's shipwreck; for a modern, the polar delineation 
of its natural field.  Whatever clarity we draw from the amorphous becomes the pole of an 
antinomy.  If that, for the claimants of cosmos-order, puts the mind in a bind (like the 
"horned angle" Euclid set up as a pillared mark beyond which human daring should not 
seek), for us of the infinite and infinitesimal it is not an end but a beginning, not a tie-up 
but a calling. 
 
 Through all seasons the red and green leaves of the madron flaunt those metabolic 
opposites, photosynthesis and digestion, which every plant to some degree combines.  We 
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might assault the tree:  "Do you build up or tear down?  You can't have it both ways.  
Why don't you decide?"  It grows in the vast abrupt between. 
 
15) Double rainbow over Cerro Gordo, Santa Fe, NM (CGB '68) 
15a) Rainbow, looking east from 1260 Canyon Road, Santa Fe, NM (CGB '81) 
 
 Indeed Aristotle was warm when he wrote, of the Meno paradox of learning: "The 
soul is so constituted as to be capable of this process."  But Nature, too, is constituted for 
high process; if not, soul would not be here. 
 
 The rainbow-covenant of no total flood is written in water; it reads:  "Forms are 
emergent" — though between "form" and "emerge" the copula is contradiction.  Here the 
nameable states, distinct to our very senses:  red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, 
violet (which we round on the color wheel like the musical octave; whereas in the 
continuum the extremes disappear into ultraviolet and infrared), these colors, the 
Pythagorean tones, the God-given numbers, all resonant responses, crown the relative 
with absolute emergence from degree.  And that spectrum is mathemable.  Who would 
not wonder at such beauty's formulable slide? 
 
16) Stream flowing through vegetation, Chiapas (CGB '78) 
16a) Joseph Cornell 1950s(?) "Dovecote" construction, artist's studio, Flushing, 

New York 
16b) Mandelbrot, "Gaussian Hills that Never Were," Brown Function, from Frac-

tal Geometry of Nature 
16c) Detail of 16: the flow of water 
 
 Pascal says, "There are no limits in things; laws would put them there and the 
mind cannot suffer it."  But both nature and mind would limit, and both can and cannot 
allow it to themselves.  Born to flux, can thought only solidify?  Aristotle's Analytics:  
Matter and Form, Nature and Art; Kant's "Experience consists of intuitions which belong 
to the sensibility, and of Judgments, which are entirely a work of the understanding" — 
one pretends to think that way, makes a brave show; but is it not dried up from the start?  
As Nietzsche laughed at poor old Kant:  "How are synthetic a priori judgments possible?  
And what was actually his answer?  By virtue of a virtue — but unfortunately not in five 
words …" 
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 If Thinking with a capital T turns out impossible, Pascalian despair is not the only 
answer.  Water-skaters skate on water.  They use, indeed, the plasticity and surface 
tension which make those ripples models for the equational physics of electricity and 
magnetism. 
 
17) Quartz crystal against ivy leaves (CGB '78) 
17a) Crystal cluster among ivy leaves, Santa Fe, NM  (CGB '78) 
 
 But if water and solid are not the polarity of free and bound, what is?  Does the 
antinomy of determinism against sponte sua  equally characterize all things?  How could 
it?  Billiard ball physics is real; living choice is real.   
 
 There is a gradient of predictability, as between crystals and leaves.  Just so in 
nature the undergirding of number comes to the surface, crops out as from the amorphous 
mottling of vines.  We say by statistical cancellation; but it was here the ancients seated 
gods and angelic intelligences — in the regularity of the stars.  Here, too, Galilean 
physics contrived those equations which have lured all knowledge in their wake.  While 
the universe of flow and growth laps those rocks like water, weaves over them like 
fronds. 
 
a18) Columnar basalt:  Devil's Post Pile, Bishop, Colorado (Anders Bro '81) 
18) Igneous rocks:  obsidian, basalt, granite, pegmatite, gneiss (CGB '78) 
 
"God forbid," said Blake, "that knowledge should be limited to mathematical 
demonstration." 
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 Within rock only, and not all rock, but the rock element made by fire, of like 
mineral composition and from the same region, runs the pentad from glassy obsidian, 
center, blown from a volcano, cooled so fast it has no time to find the lattices of solid; 
lower left, basalt, the same lava flowing out, cooled in mass, amorphous; left and above, 
intrusive granite, its quartz, feldspar, and mica, under slower earth-cooling, sorted out, 
like salt and pepper; diagonally below, pegmatite, that granite under long heat and 
pressure enlarging its separate crystals; then upper right, gneiss, just such a granite buried 
and remelted deep under, pulled and stressed like taffy, showing in igneous rock the fluid 
lines of water. 
 
19) Sedimentary rocks, with concentric markings (CGB '78) 
19a) New Mexico marble, from a panel in the State House, Santa Fe (CGB '88) 
19b) Judge Percy Bell's 10-carat fire-opal (CGB '81) 
 
Pascalian despair?  Among the fathomless inventions of nature? 
 
 Those fire-rocks come to the surface; rains and streams wash them down; out of 
clay and sand and the lime-gathering seas, new rocks are made, sedimentary.  But now, 
like an alluvial stream ox-bow-bending in the figure-of-eight infinite curves, whatever 
water has shaped bears the print of water; even when mottled limestone, touched again by 
intrusive fire, crystallizes in the branching tongues of marble. 
 
 Wherever polarities are set up, by us or by Nature, they have continually to be 
swallowed in one, mirrored, reversed, transcended; or polarity itself falls into a stasis — 
like Pascal's "skeptic Archesilaus, who" (by holding to his skepticism) "became a 
dogmatist." 
 
20) Pacific Ocean, calm, low swell, Mazatlan coast, Mexico  (CGB, morning, 

April 24, 1978) 
20a) Another view of same 
 
 But mind and nature have deep inescapable axioms.  As Waller said of age:  "The 
seas are calm when the winds give o'er;" and Aristotle:  "Surely the substratum cannot 
cause itself to move." 
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 That axiom, which physics calls the Second Law of Thermodynamics, or entropy, 
is Eleatic.  At Elea, they gave it unconditioned, the logic of identity, that Being remains 
what it is.  Applied to process, it became impractical:  since no Being can come from 
non-Being or go into another Being, change cannot exist.  We hedge and fudge, but never 
escape the hydra of the axiom, as that no substance, conceived as one, can stir itself.  The 
ocean needs the wind.  And if the wind should die, as here on the Pacific, the waves work 
less and less. 
 
21) Yen Hui, 14th cent., China, Wave and Moon, private collection 
 
 Ah, but the contrary axiom enters (for the mind is stretched over more antinomies 
than Kant troubled himself with):  that disparates cannot interact; the contrary is validated 
for interplay only as subsumed under the one:  if wind and water were not matter in 
motion, neither could affect the other.  Now they are one again, and "the substratum 
cannot cause itself to move"; the closed system comes to rest.  Sunlight must be brought 
in to touch it off, the vector of impingement.  But if light and matter are not kindred 
energies, both electromagnetic, there is no means of contact.  The blend dies again, that 
heat-death which rational physics extrapolates from closed systems and from half the 
axiom to the unformulable whole.  Better the Chinese 14th century Yen Hui, who painted 
waves as spirit, mystical self-movers, at once the matter and impinging power. 
 
a22) Turbulent galaxy, M 82, Ursa Major (changed ‘96 to Centaurus Α) Sierra 

Club, Galaxies 
22) Detailed negative image of M 82 (changed ‘96 to new color image of M 82, 

Sci. American, Feb. '96) 
 
 But what else has the physicist done, unwittingly, with that all-pervading and 
vitalizing flow of energy, both substratum and élan vital?   He may repudiate the words; 
but how to characterize a cosmos of infinite energy transformations under paradox, each 
parcel in its descent thrusting up another, or returning in its own gyre, where total mass 
release attends the relativity sink of a black hole.  In this exploding galaxy, M. 82, in the 
Big Bear, where hydrogen filaments spread 14,000 light years above and below the 
galaxy from some collapse and mass conversion of innumerable suns a million and a half 
years ago — will the habit of living in a gravitational field instruct us which transfers of 
energy, in that curved space, are up and which down? 
 
23) Image reversals in facing mirrors, relief plaque of Christ and athlete (CGB '78) 
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23a) Gorilla Diorama, Museum of Natural History, New York City (CGB '79) 
 
 Since our whole experience is like the image-reversals in confronting mirrors, 
here a two-sided plaque my Mexican albanil gave me, Christ and athlete, Christ and 
athlete, alternate forever. 
 
 Pascal pursues such dipoles, but not far enough:  "They do not know that it is the 
chase, and not the quarry, which they seek."  Reflect it again:  the quarry validates the 
chase — as Erasmus had said:  "Thus all things are presented by shadows; yet this play is 
put on in no other way."  And what of a world evolved by such play? 
 
 Suppose Kant's antinomies are reflected back on his prior reasoning.  His certainty 
that "the order of the appearances we entitle nature we ourselves introduce" becomes one 
of Maxwell's asymptotes: 
 

the only laws of matter are those which our minds must fabricate; and 
the only laws of mind are fabricated for it by matter. 

 
— asymptotes abstracted from the temporal curve. 
 
a24) James I. Gilbert, c. 1950, Dunes Wanderer, Ann Binyon, Chicago (CGB '81) 
24) Detail of same (CGB '52) 
 

Music: Beethoven, 1822, Coda of Sonata 32, Op. 111 (Schnabel) V-LCT 
1109 

 
 The first division might seem of self and other, though until Descartes went into 
that room with a stove, no one had done much with it.  It has come easy since; but not 
every subjective doubt pulls from the Eleatic axiom self as eternal thinking substance, 
world as formulable and extended substance, both secured by God as infinite substance 
and eternal rational cause.  And all with the unanswerability of Euclid, so long as the 
equations are not held to the sliding ambiguities of any actual self, doubt, or world. 
 
 Of course, the Eleatic principle is true; causal reasoning rests on it.  But in 
Pascal's quaint phrase, the conclusions are false because the opposite principles are also 
true.  If only Pascal had leapt from there to the "Eureka" that, in baring the irreducible 
polarities of soul and body, essence and relationship, one and many, particle and field, he 
had made a first move toward showing existence as creatively adaptive within the 
antinomies of the perceptive ground. 
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25) Long-nosed gar in the Chicago Aquarium (CGB '60)  [Slide show and Dig. use 

alligator gar (CGB '60)] 
 
 For, against the Eleatic axiom (in causal form Descartes' proof that his own reason 
must come from a reasoning God:  "since what is cannot be produced by what is not"), we 
cannot deny that the whole reasoning content of the world has evolved through Silurian 
seas where the highest and brainiest were lungfish and ganoids, primitive as the belching 
armor-plated prehistoric gar — though to watch him gorge, dumped in a minnow bucket 
upside down, is to grant his life urge. 
 
26) L. Nilsson:  Human Fetus, about 8 months, Life, April 1965 
 
 We need not ask the fetus to know, in every consciousness, the change of state 
and flux of form for which Leibniz defined perception as the passing and manifold in the 
one and simple.  It was that coming-to-be of what-was-not that drove Kierkegaard, 
desperate Eleatic, to mediate the creative by the one allowed ex nihilo, the birth of the 
eternal in time.  But that moment is everywhere, and everywhere decisive, if everywhere 
causally prepared.  The cosmic breath and emergence is the death-birth of God. 
 
27) Human sperm swimming, as toward egg, Life, April 1965 
 
 Thus reason stretches over the field of fact.  Hegel, all out for generation in time, 
keeps one dialectic foot, like the old oyster in Alice, firmly in the oyster bed. 
 

Spirit is immortal, an essential now… The grades it seems to have left 
behind, it still possesses in the depths of its present. 

 
 When sperm, which mill about until the egg is sensed and then ("our soul is 
restless until it rest in Thee") turn heads all one way, up the long stream, like salmon, are 
they purposive? 
 
 "It would be foolish," says Aristotle, "to deny purpose because we do not see the 
agents deliberating."  Where then does purpose stop?  Do stripped homunculi bear the 
organic future?  Which one, of each 200 million?  We can only answer:  "Yes, and then 
again, no." 
 
V2nd 26) Detail of 26  [Slide variant:  fetus at 28 weeks] 
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 Demonstrable purpose proves almost purposeless: "I'm going to move that book;" 
and I do.  But creative purpose is the knowledge groped for in the Meno: "Unknown, my 
own."  As embryology repeats phylogeny, Beethoven's Opus 111 coda relives his sketch-
book gropings for the revealed. 
 
Second 27) Closer view of 27), sperm swimming; + V detail 
Second 27a) Fertilization, sperm penetrating human ovum, Life 

      (Fade Beethoven on first tonic note) 
 
 How can purpose repeat?  How modulate the currents of predictive mass? 
 
28) Eucalyptus tree, Casa Pellizi, east of San Cristobel, Chiapas (CGB '74); 

+ V detail 
28a) Sunlight through redwood forest, Smithsonian, July 1978 
 
 Forty years ago in a valley by a stream, I watched a flight of grackles from a tree.  
I saw stream, clouds, winds, and light swept down in the formulable currents of Carnot's 
law.  But the tree rose, building with light into leaves; birds fountained up the air, Venta-
dorn's "lauzeta,"  heightening desire into song.  Was it the old Emersonian rapture? 
 

And striving to be man, the worm 
Mounts through all the spires of form. 

 
I needed a base in physics.  And there it was, at the heart of Newton's laws, as simple as 
inertia:  motion self-opposed.  I wrote: 
 

All matter, systems, worlds, and living things express the need of 
energy to buttress against its own decay; in this sense cosmic history is 
a heightening and unfolding of the perceptive ambivalence of energy, 
that its activity is the fall by which it dies, its life in time a 
transcendence using and used by the destructive urge. 

 
29) Male antelopes lock horns, Africa, Reader's Digest Publications 
 

Music: Beethoven, 1826, from 2nd movement, F major quartet, Op. 135, 
Columbia M5S 677 

 
 When the buck antelope, Uganda Kob, lunges forward, spurning the ground, 
Earth's rotation is proportionately changed; when he leaps up, Earth's lesser leap down 
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rocks the universe on minute gravitational waves.  If two come together, the system is 
balanced in the dynamics of elastic rebound.  Then they lock horns, slightly splaying the 
ground in static strain.  They ride a mathemable clockwork — not only those creatures, 
but the muscles cunningly flexed on the hinged and levered bones.     
        (Fade Beethoven, Op. 135) 
 
 No wonder, as Bacon said, knowledge becomes power. 
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 Here the polarity of sex is organized over the primal one of the force laws:  "Equal 
and opposite," 
 
30) Bell girls pushing a car (CGB '78); + V detail 
 
and "Force equals mass times acceleration." 
 
 Leonardo had stressed the mystery of force:  "in conquering, it destroys itself."  
Newton computes, as if the enigma were not there. 
 

Music: Again, Beethoven, Op. 135, 2nd movement 
 
But it is, as in Beethoven's last quartet the most dynamic effect is of one voice leaping 
through static chords. (Fade Beethoven) In the motion of a body, the force we think of as 
cause cannot be applied until mass times acceleration, its assumed result, meets it in 
counterforce.  Hegel's root antinomy of gravity and spirit lurks in this paradox of inertia, 
that mass resists motion only by moving. 
 
31) Sockeye salmon up a fall on Alaska's Russian River, Audobon, November 

1975 
31a) Salmon migrating up river, from The Mating Game 
 
 When the sockeye salmon, after a life in the ocean, seeks the high streams of his 
birth and reproduction, he renounces his life of growth with its desires, gives up feeding, 
turns from silver to red, and grows the great hooked jaw useful only for his quixotic 
chivalries.  Where streams rush down, he plunges up, fighting and leaping to the pools, 
not of his own, but of the kind's continuance — a symbol, against that falling water, of 
anti-entropy. 
 
 But when Yeats wrote "Sailing to Byzantium," he treated that upward sacrifice (as 
in Aristotle the form of one rank becomes the matter of the next) as the abandoned call of 
flesh: 
 

Music: Again, Beethoven, Op. 135 
 

The salmon falls, the mackerel crowded seas … 
Whatever is begotten, born and dies … 

         (Fade Beethoven) 
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32) Byzantine mosaic, 10th cent., Justinian presents his church, Constantine his 

city, to the Virgin; Church of Hagia Sophia, Constantinople 
32a) German, c. 1060, Werden Crucifix, detail, Werden a.d. Ruhr 
 

Music: Leonin, 1260-90, Deum Timê, Cape version, As 65 
 
Against which — as we turn from Beethoven to Leonin at the spirit-center of Byzantine, 
Romanesque, and Gothic — Yeats invokes the mosaics of Hagia Sophia ("Sages standing 
in God's holy fire") for "the artifice of eternity": 
 

Consume my heart away, sick with desire, 
And fastened to a dying animal, 
It knows not what it is … 

 
33) Tibetan Tanka, 17th-18th cent., Museo d'Arte Oriental, Rome 
 
 East becomes such a school of sublimation:  that the serpent power coiled at the 
base of the spine in the Muladhara Chakra be released to rise through the other chakras to 
the thousand-petalled lotus of the brain, which opens into transcendental consciousness, 
Samadhi. 
 
34) English Romanesque and Perpendicular, 1079-93 and 1366-1404, Nave and 

Vault, Winchester Cathedral (CGB '74) 
 
 For the West, that terraced ascent is incarnate in the vaultings of Gothic, an 
upward raising of stone by downward gravity, of which Hegel makes a symbol:  "Thus 
the passions … fortify a position for right and order against themselves."          
(Fade Leonin) 
 
35) Sand and coral debris, beach near Cozumel (J.P. Coureau) 
 
 Between gravity and spirit, inert and vital, determinism and freedom, is there a 
natural stair?  The fragments of a coral beach define a base, nature morte, unorganized as 
Lucretius' atoms, those shards of ships he pretended would come together.  "On Margate 
sands I can connect nothing with nothing." 
 
 Against that mere aggregate, 
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36) Etch pits in cadmium sulphide, Scientific American, September 1967 
 
the crystals of true atoms, where inner structure reaches up through electron bonds to the 
lattice shown in these cadmium sulfide etch pits, are already workingly alive.  But the ties 
have found too soon the perfect order of the hexagon; between atoms and macro-crystal 
there are no thresholds, no subdivisions of the vital chain.  If entropy is disorder, this is a 
specter of the contrary required. 
 
37) Model of a molecule of myoglobin, Scientific American, December 1961 
 
 In this three-dimensional model, the protein myoglobin seems to have bridged the 
field between disorder and form, a polymer both unique and periodic, a structured 
complexity of 2600 atoms, in coils of amino acid and other links around a molecule of 
iron, ready to play a living part in storing oxygen in the muscles.  How much we could 
learn of structure (as of thought and society) from this product of a search which 
polymerized the primal seas. 
 
38) Alexander Calder, c. 1940, "Little Spider," K. Perls, New York 
 
 "In 1932," said Calder, "a wooden globe gave me the idea of making a universe, 
something like the solar system.  That's where the whole thing came from."  He calls this 
mobile "Little Spider."  But whether centipede, tree, galaxy, or macromolecule is left 
unclear, provided it catch the swing of life in what must remain a machine — the parts, 
by Leibniz' criterion, not machines ad infinitum. 
 
a39) High speed photo:  a fanned flame, Smithsonian, July 1979 
39) Curves found in nature (drawn and photographed by CGB, 1978) 
 
 Compare it with the curves we trace in nature, as Pythagoras found the outcrop of 
tone-ratios and made number the first principle of things.  It is not such a Kantian 
wonder; our equations describe what occurs:  conics, here dark blue, how bodies move in 
force-fields; sinusoids, here red, how motions spread in the elastic; the green of growth 
and decay, change proportional to size, as wrapped on itself, a spiral; and the bell curve 
— orange and black (Bell born on Halloween) — the distribution formed in a one-many, 
tending to center and tending to spread. 
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40) Spider web, morning, Huitepec, Chiapas (photographed by Doug Hall) 
 
 If each globe of dew outlining this spider's web were of elastic ether, it would 
draw to a point and spread to all; let that Gaussian curve oscillate:  it becomes a damped 
wave — the electron, set at the base of nature like a mystic one.  Every force-play hints at 
that:  this orbed mesh hung in the catenaries of triangular tension.  Such the adaptive 
geometries of soul and world. 
 
41) Double:  Chambered nautilus, with fossil Eutrephoceras, Natural History, 

February 1975 
41a) Sundial shell, Architectonica granulata (CGB '81) 
41b) Monolithic calendar stone, 16th cent., Aztec; Museum of Anthropology, Mex-

ico City 
 
 So the spiral nautilus, with a fossil forebear from ninety million years ago.  If cells 
divide at a rate, he will grow like compound interest; curl him round a point, his shell is a 
logarithmic spiral.  But it is not pure; he began as a finite creature, and his growth must 
end.  Einstein's:  math not certain as referred to reality, or if certain, it does not refer.  But 
what do we mean by refer, but that? — the congruence of metaphor — though of course 
on the spectrum that leads from science to myth, the knowledge of things unseen. 
 
42) Sunset from Bahia Kino with Alcatraz Island, Sonora (photographed by 

Enrique Franco, Mexico City) 
 
 The early Greek mind caught it all in one, like a god in marble.  Empedocles: 
 

Hear first the four roots of all things:  bright Zeus (fire), life-giving 
Hera (air), Aidoneus (earth), and Nestis (water) who moistens the 
springs of men with her tears. 

 
Those elements are archetypal in thought and world.  Our science found ninety two (now 
more), but the Greek four remained, cutting across ours as "change of state":  earth as 
solid, water liquid, vapor air; we tried to stop there, but could not avoid, as the sun-fire 
came to Earth, an ionized fourth, plasma.  And still they go round in the wheel of 
transformations: 
 
43) Grass burning before setting sun, Chiapas (CGB, May '78) 
 
Heraclitus: 
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Fire lives the death of earth, air the death of fire, water the death of air, 
and earth of water. 

 
 But when one sees in Chiapas at the end of rainless winter and the burning season, 
how the sun sets through a haze where everything goes to flame, the four yield to the first:  
"The greatest of these is fire" — from which things come and to which they will return 
(already the whirl where the supreme itself is a pole:  Ormazd and Ahriman, entropic up 
and down, fire through the fabric of leaves, the tiger stalking herds). 
 
 What structures underlie the polar states?  Plato stressed number:  the triangular 
pyramid of fire, 
 
44) Fountain with five-petalled flowers, Chiapas (CGB '78) 
 
the twenty-sided icosahedron of water.  Bernal at the University of London spent his life 
searching that way.  Against the regular coherence of crystals built on space-filling 
lattices of three, four, six, he found the clue to the liquid state, irregular, but coherent, 
incompressible, but shifting, in the number five, pentagonoids, which could never fill 
space without sliding one on another.  So the old myth of water as life-source would bring 
from those always failing and slipping fives, these floating petalled forms — 
 
45) Double:  [A] Computer-graphic image of DNA, and [B] a section through the 

flower-body of Crespis, or Hawksbeard 
 
with radiolaria and starfish — alien to the inert perfection of the mineral. 
 
 In the ten-fold star of this computer-graphic image of DNA, left: oxygen red, 
carbon green, nitrogen blue, phosphorus yellow; and beside it a section through the 
composite bud of Hawksbeard — it is as if we saw, from chromosome to flower, the 
upwelling of the pentagonal.  As Thoreau says of the leaf-forms in thawing clay: 
 

No wonder that the Earth expresses itself outwardly in leaves, it so 
labours with the idea inwardly. 

 
a46) Protozoans:  Paramecia dividing, Smithsonian, January 1978 
46) Pre-Cambrian:  Tribrachidium heraldicum, Scientific American, March 1961 
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 So nature labors with number.  Every one by in and out becomes a dyad:  oblate 
dividing star, head and tail of paramecium, worm, fish.  Where Pythagoras' female two 
opens, it must leave a birth-gulf between:  three.  The flower trillium.  Or in this Pre-
Cambrian fossil, unlike anything we know, an attempted animal pin-wheel of three 
tentacled arms. 
 
47) Rectangular crystals of Barite, Natural History, February 1978 
47a) Dwarf cornel, Dogwood family, Flowering Plants of the World 
 
 Four is everywhere, the Timaeus cube for earth, Plato's most solid form; this 
barite crystal, bonded like the post-and-lintel temple, or stable quadrate Rome.  There are 
fours in flowers too, cornel, with its four white bracts, though it may leaf and fruit in 
fives. 
 
48) Snowflakes in colored light, Natural History, January 1972 
 
 Then the tyranny of frost.  "There they lie," writes Thoreau, "like the wrecks of 
chariot wheels after a battle in the skies … these glorious spangles, the sweepings of 
heaven's floor, and they sing, melting as they sing, of the mystery of the number six, six, 
six … "  But suppose they change their tune as they thaw, from the rigor of six, 
 
49) Melting icicle, National Wildlife, February-March 1973 
 
to a deeper mystery, the fluctuant, all-mothering five? — this icicle lapsing down to a 
drop pulsing as it falls.  Over that change of state, Earth's life and climate hang:  the great 
specific heat, the heat of fusion, the saving wonder that water grows denser as it cools, 
sinking in convection, until four degrees centigrade, then rises, expanding to the 
insulating shell of ice.  Not only ice-skaters bank on that film. 
 
 To avoid the Germanic dialectic of opposites, William James seized on plasticity, 
as with water slowed to a jell, hung between flux and form. 
 
a50) Bumblebee on thistle flower, Reader's Digest, Amazing World of Nature 
b50) Carpenter ants milk aphid "cows;" same reference 
50) Horseshoe crabs on a beach, Natural History, February 1975 
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The laws of nature he saw, with Peirce, as the fixed habits of matter.  And we were fixing 
ours, under the infinitesimals of will.  "Organic matter," he writes, "seems endowed with 
a very extraordinary degree of plasticity." 
 
 Those spiraling chains of polymers culminating in the genetic molecule of DNA 
have brought the paradox of inertia to a creative threshold:  they move by resisting; they 
continually change and hold.  At one limit the horseshoe crab has settled in for three hun-
dred million years. 
 
51) Lion-tailed macaque, India, International Wildlife, 1973 
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 At the other, some strange unrest has pushed toward new orders before the last 
have spent themselves — from sea to land, to lurching dog-toothed reptile, to mammals 
biding their time through the expansion of dinosaurs.  Then, as Teilhard de Chardin says 
(and we read it in the expression of this Indian lion-tailed macaque) "in the case of the 
primates… evolution went straight to work on the brain." 
 
52) Cells, onion root tip (X 1,500), Scientific American, September 1961 
 
 Can the whole transcend without reduction of the parts?  Even the growing tip of 
an onion root rests on cell alignments which seem almost crystalline; until we note the 
cell nuclei in all stages of mitosis and chromosome replication, the one-many raised from 
abstract to a vital mix of generation in the tensile one. 
 
53) Weaver ants folding a leaf, Scientific American, December 1977 
53a) Same:  using their web-secreting larvae 
 
 Evolution walks a knife-edge where each collective tends to harden like coral reef, 
hive, or swarm.  So weaver ants, in a triumph of caste breeding and cooperation by 
chemical and tactile signals, turn themselves into a chain to fold a leaf, which they will 
use their own web-secreting larvae to sew.  Each myrmidon has paid the price of 
togetherness, as like, you would say, 
 
54) Oak leaves, with variants of duck oak, Quercus nigra (CGB) 
 
as the leaves of a tree.  Yet these to the right come from one water oak growing in the 
Mississippi yard of my childhood — visibly stretched between Spanish and willow oak; 
while various oaks are sampled on the left.  When scientists who refuse to think say 
molecules of a kind are all alike, they mean we do not yet distinguish them.  But as 
Leibniz knew, no formed thing or moment can have the configuration of any other. 
 
55) Honeycomb of wild bees, Natural History, June-July 1976 
 
 From those generic dogma-words, "table" and "chair," to species and period 
styles, it is a question of abstracting the forms which crown the relative. 
 
 The honeycomb, even of wild bees, suggests the repetitive mechanization of the 
hive, the whole insect freezing, as into hexagons.  But what of the moral and individual 
bee, 
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56) Bee flying between stalks of grass, Natural History, October 1966 
56a) Bee hive, von Frisch Dance, Encyclopædia Americana 
 
navigating by solar coordinates, with his spatial sense and interior clock externally 
corrected; or when he returns to the hive to report his flower-find by the von Frisch 
dance, in which distance is given by the number of dance loops, direction by the angle at 
which he cuts across, quantity of nectar by body waggles as he cuts?  "Instinct" — we 
mouth it as a dog a dry bone.  But inwardness is there, with memory and choice, Blake's 
"Vast world of delight, closed to your senses five."  Though our senses give us the clue. 
 
57) From airplane window, flying over the Caribbean (CGB '56) 
57a) Double helix of DNA, O=red, N=blue, C=green, P=yellow; computer gener-

ated, Scientific American, October 1985 
 
 Think of Quincy Wright's metal masses rising against gravity and coming down 
across the ocean.  The physicist traces air pressure under the wing against downward 
weight, the laws are in order; the chemist the energy of fuel against propulsion, all 
determined, no purpose there; nothing unexplained but some minute forces applied to 
levers in the pilot's cabin.  Here the physiologist takes over, tracing energies through the 
body, carbon cycle, triphosphate; as in Leibniz' mill everything is accounted for but for 
some negligible nerve signals as the muscles contract.  Now the neurologist; and he finds 
entropy and conservation everywhere preserved, except perhaps for third-order 
infinitesimals at the synapses of the nerves.  The flight of the plane has been mechanically 
accounted for, Wright says, "except for something like an infinite regress of 
infinitesimals.  Yet the whole was according to plan."  Soul, a hazardous inference from 
patterns of energy (where each "energy" is in turn such an inference from such 
configuration) has been hunted down layer after layer of the organic stair.  But it is just 
the feedback organization of that stair which triggers soul's choice. 
 
a58) Pedestrians from above, 48th and 5th Avenue, NYC, Scientific American 
58) New York City, c. 1928, Lower Manhattan from the air, Encyclopædia Bri-

tannica 
 
 As we approach the unorganized, statistical cancellation yields predictive law. 
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 Look down, in the noon rush, at a New York intersection.  Count the numbers 
going in each direction, each on his own, sponte sua.  You cannot predict for the 
individual any more than for electrons in a wire; but you can write a current equation 
which from day to day will hold rather well.  Until an army comes, marching behind a 
leader; he turns, they follow; the statistical laws are broken.  Organization has loosened 
determinacy.  We seem almost in touch with a complementarity shared by nature and 
mind. 
 
59) Long bolt of lightning, Natural History, June-July 1977 
59a) Bolts of forked lightning, Reader's Digest, Amazing World of Nature 
 

Music: Bach, 1749, Art of Fugue, close of last unfinished fugue, Rogg 
(Organ), Angel SB-3-766 

 
 Yet even physical lightning, like a Bach fugue, cuts the creative path of history, an 
indeterminate solution in the determinizing field.  The friction-belts of rain build up the 
potential to its breaking point of 100 to 1000 million volts.  But the precise when and 
where rest on the particular of some Napoleon ion, building its chance momentum to a 
surge that creates more, starting the bolt down, though it zigzags at every unpredictable 
crisis of pressure and the velocity of another leader ion.  It delivers the charge, which 
overshoots and in microseconds strikes back up and down the now blazed path 
(embryology repeats phylogeny), though even there sometimes breaking away — no 
absolute congruencies in space or time.  So Bach's last fugue forges the inevitable, but so 
uniquely that what he left unfinished must remain that way.     
   (end Art of Fugue) 
 
a60) Detail of chick embryo, 5 days (CGB '87) 
60) Whole of same (CGB '81) 
 
 Thought abstracts to the stripped antinomies; while nature elaborates its nets 
between — rete mirabile:  the beating pulse of a chick embryo furrowing the yolk with 
vessels, bringing back nutrients to build the form.  In the enigmatic marriage of essence 
and relationship, we see, in a richer whole, what Leibniz saw when he wrote: 
 

According to this system, bodies act as if (to suppose the impossible) 
there were no souls, and souls act as if there were no bodies, and yet 
both body and soul act as if each were influencing the other. 
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The last clause feeds science, such an organism as the embryo itself:  to map the complex 
of thresholds and feedback relays, of enzymes and organizers, by which both whole and 
part evolve. 
 
61) Hurricane in the Gulf of Mexico, from Apollo VIII, Weltraumbilder 
 
 But the cosmos is the embryo, and every grouping in it swung in a great catenary 
from the limit of inert aggregate toward self-determining transcendence.  For in every 
grouping, to some degree, the organized whole passes what could have been predicted 
from the parts.  Even this Caribbean hurricane, photographed from Apollo VIII, is a form 
through which material swirls; if it did not hold a kind of self-shaping life of its own, it 
would not even be real. 
 
a62) Moscow, Cathedral of St. Basil and Red Square 
62) Hitler at the Nuremberg rally, 1938, Life:  Second World War 
 
 History is full of those vortices.  When chemicals were linking toward polymers, 
cells toward the metazoan, or now, when society swells with the supra-individual and 
collective, evolution could not occur if, through each grouping, incipient soul did not set 
up its circuits, altering the probability nexus of the parts. 
 
 Nineteen-thirty-nine Germany was so organized that when Hitler screamed on the 
air those puny decibels threw huge masses of men, tanks, and planes into motion.  It is 
not Kant's separate aspects, phenomena determined and spirit free; the nerve nets of 
actuation spell out Leibniz' "as if each were influencing the other."  Each does, though 
each is inferred from the field. 

 
 
 

Part II 
 
63) Cluster of galaxies in Virgo, 4-meter telescope, Chile, Scientific American, 

November 1978 
63a) Galaxies:  core of Coma Berenice supercluster, Schmidt telescope, Scientific 

American, March 1982 
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 In the depths of space, a cluster of galaxies, each comparable to our entire Milky 
Way with its billions of suns.  At these distances, ten million light years and beyond, the 
red shift attests the always swifter expansion of space itself.  By the Einstein curvature of 
that space, the antinomy Kant proved from reason itself, that space must be both finite 
and infinite, has been fused, a curved return of closed infinity.  By the suspension 
between the bang fifteen billion years ago and Hoyle's steady state (or perhaps a pulsing 
oscillation), the polarity of time, too, stands unresolved — that is, bridged. 
 
64) Ion-glints from atoms in the tip of a tungsten crystal, Scientific American, 
June 1957 
 
 If we drop with Pascal into the infinitesimal which he could only imagine, we 
arrive, beyond microscope and electron microscope, at this scattering of an ion beam 
from atomic shells in the tip of a tungsten crystal, where everything we have said of 
crystal alignment comes again to the fore.  But these are glints, not atoms.  Do they prove 
that atoms "are?"  We cannot tie down that "are."  Like everything else, atoms well from 
situations, in this case rather abstract ones.  Newton thought matter could not be hard 
unless formed of harder atoms; for where else, to the causal Eleatic, could hardness come 
from?  We must conjure it up, an ingression, from inter-atomic vacuities by which these 
ion glints seem crowded. 
 
65) Sub-atomic tracks in hydrogen bubble chamber, Scientific American, 2/64  
65a) Tracks of meson, muon, et al., Scientific American, 7/83 
 
But it is not as Eddington thought that the particles are real and the table appearance.  
Appearance and reality are asymptotes of our experience. 
 
 So in a cloud or hydrogen bubble chamber we catch traces of the smaller particles 
from which those assumed atoms come into and go out of being like jellyfish, like all the 
groupings entelechy rides on:  these streakers from bottom to top, negative K mesons of 
three billion electron volts from the Bevatron, barely bent to the positive right; to the left 
one knocks up a proton; center, an electron dislodged from a hydrogen atom spirals in the 
field.  In other cloud tracks, these two, once called primary, yield to whole families of 
wave-particle evanescencies.  As Pascal and Leibniz saw, no bottom anywhere.  How 
else, where the axioms are contradictory? 
 
66) Star spectra from objective prism, Random House, Astronomy 
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66a) Nebulae:  Orion and Horsehead, Sierra Club, Galaxies 
 
 Put a spectroscope to the sky.  The stars refract in color.  Those rainbows, 
magnified, bear dark absorption lines, signatures of elements in the stellar atmospheres  
They vary with stellar types and temperatures; but the elements turn out the same as ours.  
Over a cosmos of a billion light years and trillions of suns, the building from subparticles 
to the chemical elements is akin.  One form-urge everywhere. 
 
67) Organic matter from Orgueil Meteorite of 1864, Lamp, 1962 
 
 In the clouds of dust and gas called nebulae, the spectroscope picks up now the 
bands of organic radicals, hydroxyl, methane, cyanogen, ammonia, root structures of life.  
As soon as atoms cool and fill their electron shells, they take up chemistry.  You can say 
no God is needed, or say God is there — suit your temperament; but the Orgueil 
meteorite, which fell in 1864, has carbonaceous chondrules with what some have called 
"microfossils" suggestive of pre-life. 
 
68) Spiral galaxy M. 31 in Andromeda, Sierra Club, Galaxies 
 
 So the same work of building seems to spring everywhere from the nature of 
things:  the divine theater Bruno saw when he broke the crystalline, geocentric spheres.  
Here, descending from the space-curved whole, we graze our near neighbor, the 
Andromeda Galaxy, older red giants in the center and in the elliptical companions, newer 
stars forming in the spiral arms. 
 
a69) Star formation:  Bok globules (dark) in the Lagoon Nebula, Sagittarius, 

Scientific American, June 1977 
69) Same, Eta Carina Nebula, Sierra Club, Galaxies 
 
 In our own similar galaxy we see what must be suns in the making, here in the 
Lagoon Nebula in Sagittarius, where the gas and carbon dust collapses to small Bok 
globules, dark against the background glow.  In other hydrogen-rich regions, huge shock 
waves plow through, as in a mackerel sky, sowing the cloud lumps from which giant stars 
fall into glowing. 
 
a70) Sun during a major solar eruption, from Skylab orbiting space station in 1973, 

Sierra Club, Galaxies 
70) Plasma jets over sun surface, NASA, Natural History, November 1975 
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 Hydrogen fusion kindled at the compressed and heated core transforms mass into 
radiation (as Newton had speculated, "Nature a perpetual circulatory worker"); it heaves 
up through the vast mass, setting the surface (as here of the sun) cycloning in 
promontories of plasma — the radiant from which Earth, sheltered and beleed in space, 
receives the energy for its terraced life. 
 
a71) Professor Barnard, 1911, Jupiter, as from one of its moons, Splendour of the 

Heavens 
71) Saturn, Catalina Observatory, Scientific American, Solar System 
 
 As for the solar system, ejected from the sun or condensed with it from the same 
cloud, where the old collision theory made it an incredible accident, we, maximizing its 
likelihood, observe minute perturbations in the motions of nearer stars.  And how to have 
thought it rare where the great planets, too, have their systems, Galileo's Jovian satellites, 
or the moons and planetesimal rings of Saturn.  Though we do not know what chemistry 
has evolved beneath those frozen ammonia and carbon dioxide clouds. 
 
72) Imaginary landscape on Mars, Splendour of the Heavens 
 
 No doubt something remote from the life we look for.  The hope for planets 
commensurate with ours has so far let us down.  Here is an imaginary landscape of Mars 
from The Splendour of the Heavens of the '30's, when Schiaparelli and Lowell had drawn 
the elusive canals, and Edgar Rice Boroughs made the dying planet a seat of romance. 
 
73) Martian landscape radioed by Viking, Newsweek, July 1976 
 
 Though the cratered waste seen from our space probes had more the look of the 
moon (no green fields, no canals); and this landscape Viking radioed home, July 1976, 
has the reality and wonder of desolation.  It is not even clear what the search for 
microorganisms in the soil has revealed.  One can still call soul ubiquitous; but the 
lurching Mars man is not there. 
 
74) Craters on Mercury, photographed March 1974, by Mariner 10, Scientific 

American, The Solar System 
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 What the Moon, Mars, here Mercury share are the overlaid impact craters, where, 
from the start of the solar system, meteors of all sizes have gashed down, melting the rock 
and throwing up mountain walls. 
 
a75) Meteor Crater, 40 miles east of Flagstaff, Arizona 
75) Impact crater in northeast Quebec, The Solar System 
 
 Even the Earth, cushioned and eroded by air, has the not too ancient one in 
Arizona, and from 200 million years ago this forty-mile-wide depression still to be traced 
in the Canadian Shield. 
 
76) Earth-rise on the Moon, NASA, Random House, Astronomy 
 
 But our Earth, viewed from the airless and waterless Moon, has the look of a 
paradise, so far as we can tell (though we are prejudiced) the only paradise in this 
vicinity:  ocean and forested land gleaming through its cloud. 
 
77) Aurora Borealis, photographed by T. Lorgren, Anthroposophic Press 
 
 True, it has natural deserts and its polar north.  There the bending in of the 
magnetic field displays in the colors of the Aurora Borealis how almost exposed we are to 
the bombardments of space, the solar wind, a flux of charged particles, ionizing and 
fluorescing the air. 
 
78) San Andreas Fault, California, Natural History, January 1972 
 
 Exposed, too, to volcanic violence — those great tectonic plates that make up the 
Earth-crust shifting and drifting, crunching one into the other, cracking in flaws, heaving 
up mountains and lava — this San Andreas Fault, which the young rely on, at any 
moment, to sink California under the sea. 
 
79) Angel Falls, Venezuela, Reader's Digest, Amazing World of Nature 
 

Music: Beethoven, 1807-8, Symphony #6, "Pastoral," opening, Vox 
PL 6960 

 
 It means something about the balance some call "dynamic homeostasy" that from 
the bath of space rays, the violence of colliding continents and eruptive orogeny, Earth is 
so soothed and contained that the age of Goethe and Beethoven could think its mountains 
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the peaceful work of water, slowly carved, as in this more than half-mile leap to the Great 
Plain of Venezuela.  What an Eden for the self-search — from organic chemistry to social 
man — of the whole infolding Biosphere.           (fade 

Pastoral) 
 
80) Birth of volcanic island off Iceland, Natural History, March 1967 
 
 Earth, air, fire, and water.  When the volcanic island of Surtsey rose from the 
ocean south of Iceland, those elements were again proclaimed.  And now one 
remembered Oparin's coacervates, the colloidal droplets he explored as the origins of life.  
Let the primal seas receive from the reducing pre-oxygen atmosphere of water-vapor, 
methane, ammonia, nitrogen, and the carbon oxides, the various amino acids which 
Miller and Urey brought from them by electric spark.  Let that soup thicken to a jell in the 
pools of hot volcanic rock; 
 
81) Pre-life, self-organized microspheres, Natural History, 1968 
81a) Pre-Cambrian:  assumed stromatolite beds, North West Australia, Scientific 

American, October 1981 
81b) Same formation, wider view 
 
then rains wash it back into the polymerizing seas.  That protenoid rounds, as here, into 
microscopic, double-membraned, osmotic spheres, which absorb amino acids, can grow, 
can bud. 
 
 Give them a billion years in the warm seas, their working molecules trying all the 
links and ties of carbon synthesis.  Enzymes produce starch and maltose by the energy of 
the glucose-phosphate bond.  So came the master invention, the earliest photo-synthesis, 
hydrogen sulfide splitting carbon dioxide, releasing oxygen by the energy of light, 
transforming the globe from that reducing matrix of polymers to another of green and 
purple sulfur bacteria oxygenating ocean and air.  Thus to photosynthesis directly from 
water, as in blue-green algae, fossilized in sediments more than three billion years old. 
 
82) Giant amœba, Chaos chaos, swallows a paramecium, Natural History, October 

1967 
 
 The buttressing of particles from the antinomies of energy, of atoms into 
molecules, molecules into adaptive polymers, polymers into cells, — stromatolite banks 
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of oxygen releasers — culminates in nucleated cells, eukaryotes, passing genetic variation 
by sexual mating, each cell a kaleidoscope of rudimentary search, perception, choice, of 
self-determining act — though this giant amœba, hunting and ingesting a paramecium, 
bears the generic name of "Chaos chaos." 
 
83) Spore stalks of slime mold, Dictyostelium discoideum, Scientific American, 

December 1959 
 
 In existing slime molds, the amœba goes social, reaches toward the metazoan.  A 
spore in a moist place emerges, feeds, divides:  a colony of free-moving protozoans; they 
exhaust the habitat; in a cluster one secretes acrasin; as the signal touches others they 
converge, secreting more; like iron filings drawn to a magnet, eddies of cells swirl in:  a 
slug that creeps, then sends a stalk into the air; some dry into a stem for the common 
good; others turn to a fruiting body, others to spores; the head breaks; each seed-amœba 
bears the pre-fungoid whole. 
 
84) Moon coral, Favia pallida, Audubon, September 1976 
 
 The social polyp proliferates into coral — advance that falls back, as to sessile 
plant, almost to mineral, an undifferentiated one-many; yet they build a skeleton of 
limestone which makes them, as in the Great Barrier Reef, the most ponderous of living 
things. 
 
85) The Cambrian Sea, Spring Books, Prehistoric Animals 
 
 With the Cambrian seas the fossil record known to Darwin begins, invertebrates 
of all families, sponges, coral, jellyfish, worms, sea lilies, brachiopods, trilobites, 
(ancestral in the great crustacean, scorpion, spider line); and among them, overshadowed, 
chordates, evolving to first fish. 
 
86) Upper Carboniferous, with Meganeura, etc., Spring Books 
 
 Ordovician, Silurian, Devonian, then the Carboniferous — over much of the 
Earth, these swamps of great club mosses and tree ferns, our source of coal; spiders and 
insects, huge cockroaches and dragonflies, and again, just emergent, from lungfish who 
had crept to land and become amphibians (stegocephalian hardheads), 
 
87) Upper Carboniferous and Lower Permian, Edaphosaurus, Spring Books 
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87a) Double: [A] South African, Permian, Moschops (Archaic pre-mammalian 
reptile), Spring Books; and [B] Same, Triassic, Cynognathus, Wiley & Sons 

 
the first true reptiles, waiting their turn.  And hardly have those sprawling reptiles (this 
herbivorous sail-fin) appeared, when theriodonts, in the Permian, hoist up on four legs 
and differentiate dog-like teeth, giving rise, by the Triassic, to mammals. 
 
88) Jurassic and Cretaceous, Brontosaurus, American Museum of Natural 

History, New York City 
 
 But as if each had to be tested by the tyranny of the past, mammals waited, 
through the Jurassic and Cretaceous, the surge of reptiles into every habitat.  In the 
swamps, brontosaurus, seventy feet long and weighing, say, thirty tons.  While the 
ancestral possum cowered in the trees, though Brontosaurus was a plant eater. 
 
89) Mounted skeletons:  Allosaurus over Brontosaurus, American Museum of 

Natural History, New York City (CGB '79) 
 
And would allosaurus have had time for anything as small as those mammals?  When one 
stands in the New York museum where the one hundred million year old skeleton still 
ravens over brontosaurus, those Berkeleian questions of external reality — whether 
science has invented a world from its own cognizance — no more arise than if the brute 
should take out after us. 
 
90) Upper Cretaceous, Sea of Kansas, Pteranodon and Tylosaurus, Spring Books 
 
 Never was more adaptive radiation:  up into the air, back to the ocean.  The inland 
seas of the last Cretaceous, 60 million years ago, swarmed with short- and long-necked 
plesiosaurs, ichthyosaurs, while pteranodons glided above and swooped down for fish. 
 
91) Fossil Archæopteryx, Humboldt University, Berlin, National Geographic, 

August 1978 
 
 Perhaps the active dinosaurs had already developed warm blood and a more 
efficient heart.  By the Jurassic, the most beautiful of fossil forms had appeared, that 
toothed and feathered dinosaur-bird link called archæopteryx, found in the Bavarian 
limestone in 1861. 
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92) Archæopteryx and small dinosaur, Spring Books 
 
Here, too, a step toward a later style was taken before the former had run its course — 
over the final Earth-grab of dinosaurs, these birds (with primates) just held their own. 
 

Sound: Birdsong 
 
Had they already begun to practice song? 
 
93) Birds:  Rufous fantail by its nest, Australia, International Wildlife, 5-6/73 
 
 Though in soul, the toothed lizard bird must still be a long way from what nesting 
with its sacrifice brought to the eyes and musical throats, not to mention the migratory 
intelligence, of our birds — here  the Rufous fantail of Australia, caring for her young.         
(cut birdsong) 
 
94) Reptile:  Alligator, National Wildlife, February-March 1973 
 
 The reptiles that survived the startling general extinction at the end of the 
Cretaceous are cold-blooded, sluggish, and primitive, relics of a state of being before that 
of the dinosaurs.  Of course, we should preserve them in the swamps and bayous; but to 
go from this Permian reminder 
 
95) Jan "Flower" Brueghel c. 1610(?), Paradise, Berlin-Dahlem 
95a) Grey wolves howling, R. Fiennes, The Order of Wolves 
 

Sound: Wolf cries, American Museum of Natural History 
 
to the golden age of ancestral grazers, of cats and dogs, mild Miocene, is like coming to 
that Paradise where painters (here Velvet Brueghel) have brought together the birds and 
mammals nourished in familial care.  And already they cooperate in perceptive packs and 
herds — wolves, almost as Kipling made them, with the roots of law and justice and their 
stirring language of cries.  Though surely they did not lie down with the lamb.  
     (fade wolves) 
 
a96) Porpoises, open-mouthed pair, Reader's Digest, Marvels of the Animal World 
96) Same, pair rubbing noses, Chromolux 
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 And, against the marine reptiles, how much the mammals returned to the sea fit 
the Greek myth of Arion, whom a dolphin carried to the shore.  Who knows what that 
intelligence (a brain larger than man's and with more neuron connections, though free of 
manipular use and control) may hold in contemplation of ocean depths and soul's 
contours; how much express in a language as liquidly mysterious as the music of the 
hump-backed whale? 
 
97) Army ant queen groomed by workers, Natural History, December 1975 
 
 While army ant workers groom the swollen queen, her body all fat and eggs, of 
which she can lay a hundred thousand, for workers specialized in size and task.  Have 
they weirdly anticipated how our mammalian "propinquity and property of blood" must 
socialize? 
 
98) Megalithic building c. 1910, Africa, Roder, Paideuma, 1944 
 
 As late as 1910 Schröder photographed these megalithic builders in Africa, the 
whole tribe, with sled and roller logs, dragging a stone dolmen to the village for a 
monument.  What self-renouncing frenzy of togetherness 
 
99) Bronze age, especially c. 1650 B.C., Stonehenge, photographed by Ant. Miles 
 
set up the monuments of prehistoric Europe, Stonehenge, effected, as in the Nias 
photograph by a population yoked into one by overmastering spirit — what we read of in 
Romanesque church-building, nobles and all with yokes on their proud necks, in orgies of 
penitential zeal:  "The Lord thy God is a consuming fire." 
 
100) Moslems at Mount of Mercy, Saudi Arabia, Natural History, 1973 
 
 In the Moslem world, penitents of all nations and tongues still convene at the 
Mount of Mercy, near Mecca, reminder of the tornadic faith that roared through history, 
sweeping horsemen over Asia and North Africa and into Spain.  Are these powers real?  
With the god-visions and prophet texts that entrain them?  As real as tornado, or the gene, 
on which somatic building rides.  Augustine and Pascal thought only Christianity had 
miracles; 
 
101) African tribesmen practicing image magic; Dial Press, Encyclopædia of 

Witchcraft and Magic 
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but miracle is the inner truth of every generating myth.  Faith, like soul, is caught in the 
paradox of all energy, a configuration-riding formaloid, which can always be analyzed 
away.  These African tribesmen with their image magic know as well as Rotarians at the 
business of the day that what they have in hand is real. 
 
 And what else, against entropy and natural decay, microbes and tropical parasites, 
holds those breathing dark bodies together but cascades of mythic power? — the very 
laws of nature, habits of matter. 
 
a102) Gislebertus, 1130-40, Last Judgment, Autun Cathedral 
102) Great Serpent Mound of American Indian Adena-Hopewell Culture, 

Newsweek, Sculpture 
 
Thus Jung on the god and devil loci in the group unconscious: 
 

There is nothing for it but to recognize the irrational as an everpresent 
psychological function … its contents … psychic realities, real because 
they work. 

 
 To combine Cartesian outwardness with Blake's creative imagination where all 
deities reside, is a task for the Superman, that means, for each and all.  Yet to see once, 
clearly and distinctly, the Earth heaving into the thirteen-hundred foot ambivalent snake 
shrine of the Adena-Hopewell culture in 1000 B.C. Ohio (Christ, too, the snake Moses 
lifted on the rod), is to know that we have outlived that dry single vision a patient of 
Jung's once expressed: 
 

Doctor, last night I disinfected the whole heavens with bichloride of 
mercury, but I found no God. 

 
a103) Golden orb spider with grasshopper; Reader's Digest, Amazing World of 

Nature 
103) Female black widow spinning web, Natural History, February 1973.  [In 

video, 103 both precedes and follows a103. ] 
 
 If history is mythic and the Word its catalyst, "sweet science" must embrace myth 
and word.  When Blake thinks gins and poison, he sees spider, real as a black widow 
sliding on its web: 
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We beheld the infinite Abyss… the sun, black but shining; round it 
were fiery tracks on which revolv'd vast spiders, crawling after their 
prey… 

 
 Though like all, the spider is dual:  Swift's caricature of the soul-spinning modern, 
which Whitman affirms:  "A noiseless patient spider … Till the gossamer thread you fling 
catch somewhere, O my soul." 
 
104) Kali ordeal by fire, Orissa, India, Natural History, January 1974 
104a) Strip-mining Appalachians, East Ohio, Natural History, November 1974 
 
 Has the complementarity of good and evil begun with us?  To avoid the 
anthropomorphic is to avoid philosophy, since anthropos, too, came up the stair where his 
art and knowledge, love and morality got their natures and their names. 
 
 This Orissa devotee of Kali, swung through fire seven times each way, is on the 
sublime sacrificial tree that leads from the lock-jawed salmon, the bird feeding her young, 
through Greek tragedy and the Paschal victim, to whatever mystery we enact in our cruci-
fixion of the world. 
 
 O for a dialectic like Archimedes' lever. 
 
105) Conjugating bacteria, supermale colon bacillus and round female, Scientific 

American, June 1961 
 
 Sex has been the deepest cleavage in the creative one, well of ideal and gross, 
delight and pain.  Here colon bacilli, electron-magnified a hundred-thousand times, erect 
from phallic supermale to round female a comic kissing-bridge for chromosomes. 
 

Now wherewith sholde he mak his paiement, 
If he ne used his sely instrument? 

 
So the Wife of Bath; but Chaucer's Creseyde says "Who yaf me drynke?"  (Over the 
corpse-littered fields of Troy.) 
 

Music: Wagner, 1857-9, Tristan, Potion & ff. (through slide 110), from 
RCA-V 6700 

 
106) Conjugation of snails, Helix pomatia, Natural History, 8-9/77 
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 Who has brought off that loved war like snails?  — where both are male and 
female, equal, hermaphroditic.  They fuse, each shooting into the other wounding and 
sperm-bearing calcareous darts.  So they retire to gestate and lay eggs.  A balance in the 
Amazonamachia which has reduced males sometimes to parasitic captives, females to 
sessile breeding sacks. 
 
107) Crickets mating, female on male, Natural History, June 1979 
 
 Or the tension can become Heraclitus' lyre.  The male cricket, after fighting off 
others, rubs his wing covers, stridulating violins — vulnerable, since mate or predator 
may hear.  He sings until she covers him, feeding on juices secreted by those musical 
wings. 
 
108) Hellenistic mirror case, love scene; Fine Arts, Boston 
 
 Human love was never more natural than in the Eros Kalos tradition of the 
Greeks, where sex, with all its dark roots in birth and death ("To die, with thee again, in 
sweetest sympathy"), mirrors the open gladness of Aphrodite.  As with everything Greek, 
one wonders if civilization reached its acme in that prime.  How much, for later gains, we 
risk and pay. 
 
109) Indian, c. 11th cent., Mithuna couple, Khajnraho Temple, Madhya Pradesh, 

India 
 
 True, the East has raised the Hellenistic pleasure to a Nirvana rite; but the carved 
ecstasy leaves their multiplying billion in the lurch. 
 
110) Boecklin, Triton and Nereid, Schack Gallery, Munich (CGB '59) 
 
 And whatever dislocation has torn the Christian West has wrenched natural desire 
to the Wagnerian and perverse.  As post-Romantic Boecklin's Triton blows his brooding 
conch over the waves, this nereid fondles the sea-beast supermale.  Such the Europe 
Freud found flooded with neurotic sex.           (Fade Tristan) 
 
111) A fallen spruce in the forest, Sangre de Cristo, near Santa Fe (CGB '78) 
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 What of the other of the love-death pair?  Death in nature withers away, that 
flowing in and out the Stoics would make it — the fall and decomposition of a tree.  As 
with force and counterforce, death needs its opposite — life-consciousness. 
 
112) Hans Baldung Grien, c. 1517, Death and the Lady, Museum, Basel; + V pan 

detail 
 
 Against the Renaissance inflaming of the will to live, the converse outrage 
sharpens a dance of death.  But the most macabre Holbein, or this Baldung Grien, is  
Leibniz' perception, a breaking wave in what abides.  Skelton: 

 
No man may him hide 
From Death hollow-eyed … 
With his worm-eaten maw 
And his ghastly jaw … 
To whom then shall we sue? 

 
113) Italian-American, c. 1890(?), Angel through leaves, Greenwood Cemetery, 

Brooklyn, New York 
 
 The death arts of Egypt still gaze through the change. And even this 19th-century 
girl in Greenwood Cemetery, Brooklyn, wreathes the sadness of forever in a transience of 
leaves.  Death comes to be in conscious Being, its ground the I AM, by which it is 
contained: "Sail out, eidolon yacht of me." 
 
114) Ben Ortega, 1967, Christ with spread arms, (CGB & DMB) 
 
 In the West, Love-Death took incarnate seat in the God-Man — mediation of the 
yoked antinomies.  When Ortega takes from an arroyo a branch where lignin striations 
record the stress and twist of cleavage (so that, as Heraclitus says, struggle becomes 
father of all things) and, using these zygote swirls, shapes a Christ, he works the tension 
of nature to the symbolic sacrifice — racked from rock to sky for the song of men and 
angels: 
 

Who would praise the peace eternal 
Must tune his harp in the war of its fibers. 

 
115) Botticelli, 1500, Mystical Nativity, National Gallery, London; + V details 
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 Such the archetype of our dynamic.  A balanced antinomy is sterile, whether in 
thought or act.  The One that holds antinomy becomes the arrow.  So in Botticelli's 
Mystical Nativity of 1500, the foreground devils retreat, trampled, stabbed to the ground; 
angels embrace mortals in imminent revelation.  The good-evil rift is suspended in God, 
whose coming is past, future, and now.  The spiral of time was never so implemented. 
 
116) Donatello, c. 1460, Christ before Pilate, with two-faced attendant, Bronze 

Pulpit, San Lorenzo, Florence; + V detail 
 
 The contradictions of Socratic reason were fused in the man-god.  By the 
Renaissance, that faith-containment is shifting to existence; life itself begins to gather the 
polar fields.  In Donatello's Christ before Pilate, the Janus-faced servant looks both ways, 
as to Jerusalem and Rome.  Is not the word "double-mindedness" quoted twice from 
James in the Mass of Donato's patron saint?  Already the horns of dilemma are the 
strength and tragic flaw of the Christian mind. 
 
117) Raphael (and Giulio Romano), 1518, Michael vs. Satan, Louvre, Paris; 

+ V detail 
 

Music: Beethoven, 1805-8, Symphony #5, close, (Karajan) Deutsche 
Grammophon LPM 18804 

 
 The myth of Lucifer applies to every spirit which can say "I am."  Being, 
displaced from the center, can only act from its own center, initiating creative history.  
God had no way to operate but by granting freedom — which in evolution means the 
miscarriage of adaptive quest.  The civilization which moved from Raphael's Overthrow 
of Satan to Milton's near glorification; 
 
118) Goya, 1815-24 (published 1864), Modo de Voler, from Los Disparates 
 
and then to the Promethean reversals of the Age of Revolution:  Beethoven, Goethe's 
Faust, Blake, this Goya dream of flying — that civilization, more than any other, had 
risked the experiment of the new, leaping from progress by chromosomes to progress by 
the coup of law, equation, word.  (end Beethoven Fifth)  The wheel turned to an arrow 
 
119) Fountain from yard sprinkler (CGB '78) 
 
must turn again with the wheel. 
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 Perhaps in cosmic extension entropy rounds on itself.  But the fountain we see is a 
form, the rise and apex of drops always curving to fall.  To stop the gravity down would 
stop the universe.  Anti-entropy must weave over that, using particular decay, until the 
entraining transcendence is itself entrained and used.  Where the fountain becomes a 
drop, curved in the greater rise — to which Pascal's knot will always apply:  "seeing too 
much to doubt and too little to be sure." 
 
 We of the modern West have felt the whole Earth swerve. 
 
120) Webs of Zilla x-Notata, normal and drugged, Scientific American, 12/54 
 

Music: Bartok, 1919, from The Miraculous Mandarin, near close, side A, 
Bartok Rec. 301 

 
 Spiders on psychedelic drugs weave strange romantic webs.  No doubt they will 
catch fewer flies (carmina non dant panem); but weavers of the creative abstract might 
prefer this bold, free venture to the standstill of the old symmetry.  Has not the 
Nietzschean West made a drug of the god-self? 
 
121) Schizophrenic drawing, 1922, Heidelberg Clinic, Prinzhorn 
 
 Which Rimbaud literally applied:  "The poet makes himself a visionary through a 
long, immense, and reasoned derangement of all the senses."  Startling, how close to our 
center those 1920 drawings by Prinzhorn's schizophrenic patients strike — like the atonal 
break of Mad Peter, Wozzeck, this Bartok Miraculous Mandarin.  We have read it in the 
nightmare fictions that have seemed most expressive of our age: 
 
122) Chaim Soutine, 1918, Self Portrait, H. Pearlman, New York 
 
Kafka's Metamorphosis of man to huge cockroach, the Penal Colony, with its religious 
torture machine.   In art there are the Expressionists, this 1918 self-portrait by Soutine, 
tenth son of a Jewish tailor, painting in the exile of Paris — precursors of some world 
disease.   

(end Bartok) 
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123) Firefighter in aluminum and asbestos suit, National Geographic, August 1978 
 
 But crisis and disease inseparable from the triumph of technocracy:  man 
mastering the elements to whose wheel he was bound — here in a suit of aluminum and 
asbestos become the salamander of fire, fighting a jet-fuel inferno at 2000 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 
 
124) Undersea habitat, Oceanographics, Inc., International Wildlife, July-August 

1974 
 
Here — beyond what Roger Bacon dreamed of: 
 

It is possible that devices can be made whereby … a man may walk on 
the bottom of the sea or of a river — 

 
he sets up his Ondine hydrolab in the ocean depths. 
 
125) Hydrogen bomb explosion over Bikini atoll, 1946, Life:  Second World War 
 
 How to contain the ambivalence of such a Lucifer?  Since never have the sun-
bright scales of armored supremacy more sonorously clanged on the logos  of number 
than in the science where racked-out nature flames the certification of "Energy equals 
mass times the speed of light squared" — 
 
126) Botticelli, 1490, Augustine's Dream (predella), Uffizi, Florence (CGB '59) 
 
 That a civilization mediated by God crucified, and preaching the humbled 
penitence of man — Augustine's dream of the boy dipping the sea into a pool on the 
shore; and when the saint said, "You can never hold the ocean in that hole," the boy gave 
the recurrent, pride-abasing answer:  "Nor you the eternal in your finite mind" — 
 
127) Model of DNA molecule, with comparative skeletons, fish to man (CGB '78) 
 
that a civilization beginning there should come out at the other pole of the incarnate field, 
where the Jesuit father, Teilhard de Chardin should write of science (while we 
contemplate what he implies, the double helix of DNA, with the plasticities of the 
vertebrate skeleton): 
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The dream upon which human research obscurely feeds is 
fundamentally that of mastering, beyond all atomic or molecular 
affinities, the ultimate energy of which all other energies are merely 
servants; and thus, by grasping the very mainspring of evolution, 
seizing the tiller of the world. 

 
128) Carrier attacked by kamikaze plane, Life:  Second World War 
 
 That assumption of the Light-bearer was put to the test by the Second World War.  
It was soon clear how far evolution had shifted to organisms reared above man.  An 
aircraft carrier in the electronic navy had a brain-room distinct from the brain of anyone 
in command; there radar sensings converge, thence guidance goes to the members — 
guns and planes.  But it was not clear how that higher organism related to Teilhard's 
Omega dream.  As he closed The Phenomenon of Man, Apocalypse was still there, from 
which only a spiritual remnant would be saved. 
 
129) Launch Control Room 2, for Apollo expedition, NASA 
 
 In the automation since, the individual is more and more superseded, an eye, a 
brain, a hand, woven in the network of sensors, computers, and adaptive relays.  The 
control chamber for the Apollo moon-launch visibly confronts us with the nerve-net of 
something hyperzoan. 
 
130) First Moon landing, 1969, Apollo XI module with astronauts on lunar 

surface, NASA 
 
At the other end of which, the messenger molecules of a new genetic and evolutionary 
leap put the first Earth footprints on the lava-dust of the moon.  Where such an organized 
success is possible, how is it 
 
131) Destruction of forest, near Lacanha, Chiapas (CGB '78) 
 
that here, most of humanity creeps like slime mold over the globe — no, lower, like 
unorganized bacteria on an agar plate, poisoning themselves in their own wastes; whole 
populations seized by the oldest cancerous self-service, to breed and burn:  as in the 
forests of Chiapas we reel from the foretaste of what is occurring in all the great jungle 
basins, once the lungs of the Earth. 
 
132) Leaf-cutting ants, McGraw Hill:  Life of the Jungle 
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 They say leaf-cutting ants are adapted to the balance of nature.  One could have 
said the same, before the hygiene bomb, of the rotational agriculture of jungle-burning 
man.  Those balances are lack of size or power.  These leaf-cutters, millions per nest, can 
rip up a plot of jungle, lugging the pieces on defoliated runways for their underground 
fungus beds.  It is Eden again, God risking Earth-fall, by the freedom of quest. 
 
133) Tornado from thundercloud, Kansas, Reader's Digest:  Amazing World of 

Nature 
 
 We see nature everywhere hung over violence.  Out of the warming of air and 
convection of clouds, the nourishing descent of water in the discrete drops of rain, we 
hardly know yet how it comes that those cyclonic 300 mile-an-hour winds form and hold 
their own over farmland, towns, and all. 
 
134) Planetary nebula, Crab in Taurus, Hale, Random House:  Astronomy 
 
 The nuclear burning of the stars, which lights whatever planets have life, is poised 
on instabilities.  We do not have to explode the world.  Nature can make bombs without 
us.  This enormous eruption of gas, the Crab Nebula in Taurus, remains from a flaming 
supernova, observed by the Chinese in 1054 A.D.  Through days of total release they can 
give out more light than a whole galaxy of a billion stars.  Though again birth pairs with 
dying:  the chemistry of life may have required such events. 
 
135) Raphael (with Giulio Romano), 1518-20, Transfiguration, Vatican; + V 

details 
 
 In The Birth of Tragedy, Nietzsche makes Raphael's Transfiguration a symbol of 
the Dionysian and Apollonian:  below, the shadowed Earth-strife of the boy possessed by 
demons; above, the visionary unity of the radiant and floating divine — an eternal conten-
tion.  In Civilization and Its Discontents, Freud opposes Eros and Death, like Empedocles' 
Love and Strife; though unlike the stern Greek, he finds temporal hope:  "that eternal Eros 
will put forth his strength so as to maintain himself alongside of his equally immortal 
adversary." 
 
a136) Una Handbury, c. 1980, The Phoenix, Albuquerque Zoo 
136) Rodin, 1905, The Oceanides, derived from the Gates of Hell, Rodin Museum, 

Paris 
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 Not surprising if in our century we have auguries of imperative convergence, the 
sciences (Whitehead, Jung, Teilhard de Chardin) gaping with the philosophic and 
mythopoetic; while poetry and fiction hunger for a world-epos — an obligation which 
rests upon us, drawing us on.  Yeats: 
 

The half-read wisdom of dæmonic images 
Suffice the aging man as once the growing boy. 

 
But what are the images by which art or vision can gather its world?  Two works, from 
1904, oppositely aimed:  Rodin's still voluptuous Oceanides,  derived from the romantic 
synthesis of his Gates of Hell; 
 
137) Cezanne, 1904, Mont Sainte-Victoire, Philadelphia Museum of Art 
 
Cezanne's last study of Mont Sainte-Victoire rising over Arles — the sensuous 
transformed to the abstract triangles, planes, and squares of analysis.  If those were poles, 
the task might lie between; 
 
138) Mondrian, 1921, Composition in yellow, red, blue, and black, Gemente-

museum, The Hague 
 
as between the most reductive abstraction the thrust of the modern has brought us to — 
how incommensurate with what we seek — the plain or colored rectangles of so many of 
the avant garde, here of Mondrian, 1921; 
 
139) Sunset from 1260 Canyon Road, Santa Fe, NM  (CGB '78) 
 
and that nature eye and camera record in the amorphous play of its formulable radiances:  
"Clouds, winds, and waves of light, senselessly beautiful." 
 
  Curious:  we have talked as if the task were of mind, poetry, and art, though 
surely what should be uppermost is saving the planet left in our care. 
 
a140) Enrique Franco Torrijos, photo of a Lacandon girl 
b140) Carola Bell, at Elbow Branch, Maryland (CGB '60) 
c140) Earth from space (Mexico, etc.) Y se Formaron Caminos 
140) Calla lily with morning dew, Chiapas (CGB '78)  
 

Music: Josquin des Prez, 1500-20(?), Agnus Dei, Seraphim SIC-6052 
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 Nothing more crucial for that, than if the ambivalence of Love-Strife should 
kindle everywhere the poem of tragic Earth as the sacrament of God — an infolding of 
consciousness complex as the perceptive field, and as simple as a two-voice Josquin, or 
the calla's rounding of its synergy of cells:  "They toil not, neither do they spin; yet 
Solomon in all his glory is not arrayed like one of these."   

(close of Josquin) 
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